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MYOPIA CONTROL
How common is myopia?
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myopia control
UNCOVERED
By Katie Harrop, professional services manager, and Danny Pepper,
sales and marketing manager, No 7 Contact Lenses

The number of children developing myopia is increasing sharply. If left
unmanaged, we know that advanced myopia can lead to a greater risk of
patients developing serious eye conditions in later life. The weight of
evidence now suggests that orthokeratology is the best solution for children,
parents and eyecare practitioners looking to act early and take control of
myopic progression.

Houston, Texas1, has demonstrated how rays hitting the peripheral retina
affect axial length growth. His findings are summarised in the illustrations
shown here.

How myopia control works
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A corrected myopic eye

What causes myopia and can it be
prevented?
myopic progression.

While in developing nations, uncorrected myopia can be a serious disability,
in western, developed countries it is mostly regarded as an inconvenience,
easily corrected by spectacles or contact lenses and dismissed. However, if
left to progress, it is well known that pathological myopia can lead to
serious eye conditions and even blindness. In Shanghai, myopic macular
degeneration is actually the leading cause of blindness.
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Many studies have confirmed this ‘outdoor protective effect’. The same
studies have also shown that the effect is not dependent on the type of
activity that the child engages in, and that the effect is evident in children
where both parents are myopic. Investigations are ongoing as to what
factors might influence this, and candidates include vitamin D and ambient
light. It is, however, apparent that outdoor activity has no protective
effect once a child is myopic, leaving them with the same increased risks
in adulthood.
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No7’s ortho-k system, re-branded EyeDream in 2010, uses topographical
methods. These methods include the use of RGP lenses, under-correction
maps for lens ordering and patient management. Because of the accuracy
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children with accommodative lag and a near esophoria, this approach can
provide positive outcomes.

Ortho-k for myopia control

What is Myopia Control?

The current consensus suggests that it is the effect of peripheral rays on
retinal mechanisms, which create the myopia control phenomenon. This is
outlined in the Peripheral Rays Theory. Work carried out by Earl Smith in

Myopia control is the attempt to slow or halt the
progression of myopia. This process has been
attempted for many years and employed varying
methods. These methods include the use of RGP
lenses, under-correction of patients and the use of
bifocal lenses. While the use of RGPs has now been
shown to have no effect, the method of under
correcting patients has actually been shown to
have direct detrimental consequences. The use of
bifocal or multifocal spectacle lenses has been
shown to be limited.
The weight of evidence now suggests that
orthokeratology or specialised multifocal soft
contact lenses offer is the best approach for
children, and parents looking to act early to try
and take control of myopic progression.
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image shell that falls within the retina.
spherical aberration, is responsible for creating the peripheral de-focus.

The EyeDream re-brand ‘mission’ was to help ECPs to introduce this unique
form of vision correction to patients. To achieve this an interesting and
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Topography map of a myopic eye corrected with orthokeratology

Explaining the benefits of EyeDream
for myopia control

Downie and Lowe, was published in July this year2. However, clarity is still
required on some specific details of the ortho-k effect, such as whether
long-term myopic retention is achieved once the patient stops wearing
ortho-k, and at what age is it most effective to start the treatment. Also, it
is important to note that the effectiveness of ortho-k for myopia control is
not universal; each child will respond differently to treatment. Whilst most
will respond positively, research that helps those who don’t could have
positive implications for many more children.

No 7 supports the view that ortho-k is the best option available for
controlling myopic progression. And, while the long-term retentive effects
have not yet been studied, the many lifestyle advantages achieved beyond
this effect make it hard to look past ortho-k as the go-to lens for
young active people. With No7 packaging this modality in the EyeDream
brand and offering seamless practice integration through end-to-end
support, now is a great time to invest. Why not join us at our next
EyeDream accreditation day this November. More details are available at
www.no7contactlenses.com or call 01424 850620.

Many studies have been carried out into myopia control.
More information about these studies is available at
www.myopiaprevention.org

Despite these hurdles, it is the contention of most academics in the
industry that ortho-k is the best option available for parents, children and
eyecare practitioners (ECPs) wanting to control myopic progression. To this
end, it is important that ECPs use the evidence available to educate
patients on the risks associated with advanced myopia, and inform them of
their choices. www.myopiaprevention.org and www.eyedreamlenses.co.uk
are two informative resources.

Beyond myopia control
Ortho-k offers many benefits beyond myopia control. For parents, it offers
both financial rewards, as spectacles need to be updated less frequently,
and peace of mind, as all contact lens wear and maintenance is done at

36 Earls Court Road, London W8 6EJ
T: 020 7938 1251 E: info@specsofkensington.co.uk

Supporting ortho-k in practice
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